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28Most healthcare systems have implemented patient safety event reporting systems to identify safety
29hazards. Searching the safety event data to find related patient safety reports and identify trends is
30challenging given the complexity and quantity of these reports. Structured data elements selected by
31the event reporter may be inaccurate and the free-text narrative descriptions are difficult to analyze.
32In this paper we present and explore methods for utilizing both the unstructured free-text and structured
33data elements in safety event reports to identify and rank similar events. We evaluate the results of three
34different free-text search methods, including a unique topic modeling adaptation, and structured element
35weights, using a patient fall use case. The various search techniques and weight combinations tended to
36prioritize different aspects of the event reports leading to different search and ranking results. These
37search and prioritization methods have the potential to greatly improve patient safety officers, and other
38healthcare workers, understanding of which safety event reports are related.
39� 2015 Published by Elsevier Inc.
40

41
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43 1. Introduction

44 In an effort to improve safety most healthcare systems have a
45 patient safety reporting system (PSRS) in place [1,2]. These systems
46 provide a method for staff, including physicians, nurses, and tech-
47 nicians, to report on safety events in their environment ranging
48 from near misses, where harm almost reaches a patient, to serious
49 safety events, where a patient is harmed [3]. The Institute of
50 Medicine has strongly recommended the use of these systems to
51 identify why patients are harmed by medical errors, and several
52 states require the use of a PSRS [3].
53 Patient safety event (PSE) reports generally contain structured
54 information such as the time and site of occurrence, role of the par-
55 ticipants (physician, nurse, technician, etc.), patient demographic
56 and clinical attributes, as well as a classification of the severity
57 and type of event. In addition to the structured data elements
58 the safety event reports also include an unstructured free-text field
59 in which the reporter can provide a narrative describing the patient
60 safety event in greater detail [4]. Patient safety reporting systems
61 can grow to contain tens of thousands to hundreds of thousands
62 of events. Patient safety organizations, which act as safe harbors
63 that allow providers to share PSE data without the liability risk,

64serve to combine PSE reports from multiple providers resulting
65in even larger safety event databases.
66If the data from patient safety reporting systems can be
67analyzed effectively the databases of reports hold tremendous
68promise for improving patient safety [5,6]. The data can be used
69to identify important patterns or trends of events that can then
70be remedied by intervening to remove or mitigate potential safety
71threats. However, to realize the promise of patient safety event
72reporting systems, efficient and effective analysis methods need
73to be developed to allow for a deeper understanding of the data
74that can then lead to action to improve safety. The challenge is that
75patient safety data are incredibly complex with both structured
76and unstructured data elements.
77While analyzing the structured data may be relatively straight-
78forward these data only provide a partial understanding of the
79safety event and many events actually span multiple pre-defined
80categories, such as with general event type (e.g. medication, falls,
81miscellaneous, diagnosis/imaging) and specific event type assign-
82ments. Given that many event reporting systems only allow the
83selection of one general event and specific event type category
84the structured data may not accurately reflect the context of the
85safety event. Furthermore, most safety reporting systems do not
86provide a formal definition of the event type category. As a result,
87the reporter must select a category based on their own knowledge
88and intuition, hence the ambiguity that can sometimes arise from
89these categories. For a more complete understanding of the event,
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90 the unstructured free-text narratives, which often contain a rich
91 description of the patient safety event from the perspective of
92 the reporter, must be analyzed in combination with the structured
93 data more efficiently and effectively.
94 A very important and practical use of the PSE data is to under-
95 stand whether a recently reported event is part of a larger trend
96 that should be of immediate concern and warrant the allocation
97 of limited resources to address the safety hazard or whether the
98 recent event is an anomaly and can be prioritized accordingly
99 [5]. In this paper we focus on developing PSE report analysis tech-

100 niques to address this very pressing problem. To understand how a
101 new event aligns with previous events one must to be able to iden-
102 tify other PSE reports in the event report database that are similar.
103 Although most patient safety reporting systems provide the ability
104 to query by structured fields and match keywords in the unstruc-
105 tured narratives, this process remains labor intensive and challeng-
106 ing because of the large number of irrelevant reports that are
107 returned from these searches.
108 In this paper, we present and explore methods for searching
109 large databases of PSE data to identify and rank similar event
110 reports using both unstructured and structured data. This
111 approach consists of using natural language process (NLP) tech-
112 niques to search free-text and a structured element weighting
113 scheme to prioritize the search results. NLP leverages the power
114 of computers to process and make sense of large amounts of text.
115 There are several NLP methods and strategies developed for search
116 and retrieval tasks. For example, identifying important words in
117 reports and document distant metrics can be used to help find,
118 match, and rank documents by their similarities [7–9]. In addition,
119 methods, such as topic modeling, have been widely used to iden-
120 tify latent themes or topics in documents [10]. Reports that discuss
121 similar topics would have similar topic probability profiles. Fur-
122 thermore, previous work has used NLP approaches to categorize
123 and identify health information safety events and extreme risk
124 events in free-text reports [11,12]. NLP techniques have also been
125 used to identify safety events from clinical documentations
126 [13,14]. In addition to analyzing free-text, techniques such as
127 structural topic modeling and labeled Latent Dirichlet Allocation
128 (LDA) have been developed to take into consideration structured
129 data, or meta data, into topic models [15–17]. However, these
130 studies did not focus on, and evaluate, the utility of considering
131 various structured data elements on search methods.
132 The work presented in this paper builds on these previous
133 research efforts by utilizing the additional structured data ele-
134 ments in the PSE reports to search for and rank related events.
135 While an analysis of the unstructured data alone has been a useful
136 approach, leveraging the structured data elements in combination
137 with a NLP approach may allow for the improved identification of
138 similar PSE reports. However, combining the structured and
139 unstructured data is not always intuitive and it can be difficult to
140 interpret how the inclusion of different structured elements
141 impacts search results. These challenges are further exacerbated
142 by noisy structured data, particularly prevalent in self-reported
143 PSE data. In our approach, we propose a more intuitive and less
144 complex approach to incorporate and evaluate the effects of con-
145 sidering structured elements with the unstructured free-text data
146 to enhance the search for similar PSE reports.

147 2. Methods

148 Our approach consists of leveraging both the free-text and
149 structured elements in PSE reports to identify and rank related
150 PSE reports. We first discuss three different NLP search methods
151 (topic models, unigrams, and bigrams) and their application to
152 the unstructured free-text in each report. Each method takes a

153single PSE report, the base report, and ranks other PSE reports
154according to their similarity to the base report. We present a
155unique approach that leverages topic modeling results to find
156related PSE reports and compare these results with more standard
157unigram and bigram search techniques. We then discuss how the
158structured element weights are incorporated with the ranking
159results.

1602.1. Data

161PSE reports were collected, through self-report, over a two year
162period (January 2013 to January 2015) from a multi-hospital
163healthcare system in the mid-Atlantic region of the United States.
164A total of 49,859 reports were collected during this time from the
165PSRS. Each report has both structured and unstructured fields. For
166this analysis, we focused on the general event type (GET) and
167specific event type (SET) structured elements (as they provide
168the greatest insight about the reports compared to other structured
169elements) and the unstructured free-text brief factual description
170of the event. There are 21 GETs, the most common being ‘‘medica-
171tion/fluid,” ‘‘labs,” ‘‘falls” and ‘‘miscellaneous,” Table 1. Further-
172more, each GET category is comprised of several unique SET
173categories. For example, the ‘‘falls” GET category has ‘‘from bed,”
174‘‘while ambulating,” and ‘‘from chair” SET categories while the
175‘‘medication/fluid” GET has ‘‘adverse drug reaction,” ‘‘duplicate
176therapy,” and ‘‘wrong patient” SET categories. Every PSE report is
177assigned a single GET and a SET category by the reporter of the
178event.

1792.2. Free-text search methods

180We present three free-text search methods below. Punctua-
181tions, numbers, common stop words were removed from the
182free-text and words were stemmed prior to analysis. After this pre-
183processing, the medium number of terms (words) for a report was
18427 with a standard deviation of 33.

1852.2.1. Topic model
186Our first method adapted topic modeling techniques to evaluate
187the similarity or relevance between reports. We first used the term
188frequency – inverse document frequency (tf-idf) statistic to iden-
189tify important words in each report [8]. We then used this subset
190of words as inputs to our LDA topic model [10]. Reports were eval-
191uated based on their topic probability distribution distance from a
192base report.
193While LDA is a popular and commonly used topic modeling
194technique, it is limited, particularly if the underlying topics are
195not well-separated [18]. This is more likely to occur when the
196informational content in documents is noisy. Unfortunately, PSE
197reports greatly vary in complexity and length; some reports are
198brief sentences while others are long detailed narratives. To
199address this limitation, we used tf-idf to first identify the

Table 1
Top 10 GET by percent of total reports.

General event type categories Percent

Medication/fluid 17
Lab/specimen 15
Fall 12
Miscellaneous 10
Blood bank 7
Skin/tissue 5
Diagnosis/treatment 5
Patient ID/documentation/consent 5
Surgery/procedure 4
Lines/tubes/drain 4
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